FREE COMMUNITY EVENT!
Boyanup • Capel • Dalyellup • Gelorup • Peppermint Grove Beach

Capel
Makers Trail
21st - 23rd May 2021
9am - 5pm

Welcome to the
Capel Makers Trail
Spread across 5 creative hubs, Boyanup, Capel, Dalyellup, Gelorup and Peppermint
Grove Beach. The Capel Makers Trail showcases the best that is handmade,
reflecting the rich artistic and cultural diversity of the Shire of Capel.
Over 3 days you can blaze a creative Trail. Meet the makers at the local community
centres of Capel, Dalyellup and Peppermint Grove Beach with the Capel RSL Hall,
South-West Rail and Heritage Centre and the Boyanup and Districts Farmers Market.
Community Centres are the home of makers from 9am to 5pm in an atmosphere
that is eclectic, a Makers Market filled with entertainment and workshops that
share skills and knowledge.
Then branch out to visit individual artist studios with makers who love to be in
their own creative space and share what they do. Explore, experience, and engage
with Demonstrations
, Hands on activities
and Live music
. Be inspired by
‘Makers Making’!
Fun for all ages, start planning your ‘Trailblazing’ experience now and don’t forget
to browse, taste, or buy.
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1. Destiny Farms
Carlo and Jenny Ioppolo are makers of Premium Extra Virgin Olive
Oil and also make olive oil related products such as soaps and
creams. Olive oil making has a long history in their family dating
back to their grandfathers’ time (early 1900s in Sicily, Italy). Each
generation of the family, just like Carlo and Jenny has bettered the
process by utilizing modern day machinery along with passing their
wealth of experience to the next generation. They have always been
passionate about olives and olive oil, but most of all strive to produce a
quality natural product for other people to enjoy too.

info@destinyfarms.com.au 21 Kilpatrick Road, North Boyanup

3. Quirky Den Too				
denisepianta12@hotmail.com 4 Thomas Street Boyanup

4. The Bean & Cone
The town of Boyanup lost an icon when The Gingerbread House closed its
doors in February 2020. Marg Adams & Gavin Hankinson, owners of The
Bean and Cone in Bunbury grabbed the opportunity to expand their
existing business and bring delicious handmade ice cream to Boyanup.
It has become Marg & Gavin’s passion to create new recipes using the
finest Gelato products from Italy, seasonal fruits from local orchards,
and local milk trying out new flavours. Lemon meringue, sticky date,
Boyanup blueberry sorbet and gingerbread just to name a few.

thebeanandcone@gmail.com 10 South Western Highway Boyanup
		

5. Tree Memories Don Benzie
Tree Memories was established 20 years ago and has developed from a
few pieces of hand crafted furniture to an Aladdin’s cave of interesting
giftware and unique furniture pieces. Don Benzie who makes the
furniture has earned himself a reputation for creativity and excellence.
His ability to bring out the beauty of our WA timbers is well known
and appreciated.

treememories@westnet.com.au
31 South Western Highway Boyanup

			

6. Boyanup Primary School

Friday Only 8.30am - 3.00pm		

Boyanup Primary School will be celebrating the end of their Golden
Jubilee with students having their class art projects and home
projects on display. Boyanup Primary School community members
are also invited to participate. 		

Boyanup.PS@education.wa.edu.au 45 Thomas Street Boyanup

2. The South West Rail & Heritage Centre
Open Sunday only

The South West Rail and Heritage Centre, situated in Boyanup in the South West
of Western Australia is dedicated to the industrial heritage of the South West. The
site, a partnership between Rail Heritage WA and the Boyanup Foundation Inc. is
currently home to five resident groups, all of which contribute to the common goal of
preserving and growing awareness of the industrial heritage of the region. The groups:
Boyanup Foundation Blacksmiths, Capel Men’s Shed, Preston River Old Machinery
Group, Rail Heritage WA and South West Model Railway Group, are all open to new
members and present a unique opportunity to learn new skills whilst taking an active
role in ‘keeping history alive’. On the fourth Sunday of each month, the South West
Rail and Heritage Centre opens from 10am to 2pm with all resident groups working
and demonstrating the techniques and skills that define their activities.

Blacksmiths at Work ‘Open Day’ Sunday 23rd
The Boyanup Foundation Blacksmiths was established in 2012, when an
opportunity arose to refurbish and restore the traditional blacksmith
shop at the South West Rail & Heritage Centre. With community
support and funding, the set-up, restoration, and renovations were all
carried out by the hard work of the members. The aim of the club is to
promote and preserve the traditional skills of blacksmithing, to display
to the general public how things were done in the past and to celebrate
the art, craft, skill and culture of the age-old tradition of blacksmithing.

swrhc@railheritagewa.org.au 33 Turner Street Boyanup
Open 4th Sunday of every month

7. The Boyanup and Districts Farmers Market

Sunday only manager@boyanupfarmersmarket.com
Boyanup Memorial Park South Western Highway

1
Kilpatrick Road
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Live music at 31 Forrest Road Capel

Wadandi Welcome to Country
Acknowledgement to Country		
Friday 10.30am

Knitfits Ruth Strong

		
Ruth the founder of’ KnitFits’ is a crochet guru who makes cute cuddly
knitted friends, eco-friendly cleaning items, blankets and so much
more! Knitting since she was 6 years old, Ruth turned a hobby into
a business at the age of 15. She credits the 2019 Capel Makers Trail
as ‘kickstarting’ her business and is now successful, supported by
valued customers and a wonderful team. She even has volunteers that
model for her! Ruth is grateful for every purchase made as it helps to
support her at University. Find her over the Trail weekend and at knitfits01
on Instagram and become a part of this wonderful community.		
ruthstrong@outlook.com

Margee works with dichroic glass which displays one of two different
colors depending on lighting conditions. She loves the wonder of
this amazing material. Once the glass is cut its fired at extreme
temperatures and the metals and oxides in the glass shift. Margee
usually cannot wait to see her finished product as she never really knows
how it’s going to turnout. The wonder is the colour of the glass changing.
margeebdesigns@gmail.com
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CWA Capel Branch
Country Women’s Association’s purpose is to Unite women and
strengthen our communities through friendship, education, service,
and advocacy. CWA Capel fundraise to support families in their local
community. Money raised support families in crisis, disadvantaged
children, and local groups such as Horse Power Busselton-Capel.
Capel members enjoy their crafts and sell handmade items at local
markets and street stalls. Fabrics and items are repurposed into useful
and beautiful products to bring joy to the purchaser. 		
cwacapel@gmail.com

Liam’s Reusables Liam Simpson			
Liam started his business venture making wax wraps as part of his
economic studies at school. He now sells them at markets and through
local businesses. Making and selling these products helps Liam develop
skills that prepare him for the workplace and his handmade products are
eco-friendly and harness sustainability. They also help keep food fresh, due
to the anti-microbial properties of bees’ wax and coconut oil. 		

tonistein@bigpond.com

A Touch of Silk Janet Wells			
Janet is a silk painter, author, poet, and lover of Nature. Born in
Devon, England she spent much of her adult life in the Kimberley,
where she and her husband managed a million-acre cattle station
before moving to Capel in the mid 1990’s. A creative soul for over
thirty years Janet has drawn on her life experience in the Kimberley
to become a successful biographer ‘Ready for Anything’ and a
published poet of works that are both evocative and sometimes deeply
personal. Janet still has a passion for silk painting. Of silk painting she
says “I love the lustre and feel of silk. The richness of colour and the variety of
effects possible when painting on silk, but most of all I enjoy the movement of the
dye flowing evenly over the fabric, colours merging to form wonderful effects”.
Her silk paintings feature Western Australian flora, birds and English flowers.

Alice Alder		
Alice is as a graphic designer, illustrator, and artist who has showcased
her art in an array of exhibitions across Western Australia. At her
home studio in Capel, she predominantly works with oils on canvas.
Her main points of interest in her paintings are landscapes or the
environmental structure through contemporary art. Struggling to
start a relationship with oil paints, Alice began to approach this medium
using watercolour techniques. Creating a contemporary style, Alice has
developed a raw and unvarnished truth of nature. Her use of contemporary
impressionism is rendered with loose, expressive brushwork with a focus
on light to define the bones of a landscape creating atmosphere.		

aalderartist@gmail.com

Judi McGuigan

			
Judi’s life has been an ongoing love and commitment to drawing and
painting. Entering numerous exhibitions over the last 30 years her
work is a process of continuing evolution and discovery. She is
always searching for new forms and methods of expression and
constantly experimenting with various mediums. Judi maintains
that ‘good’ drawing skills are the very basis of ‘good’ painting.

judi.mcguigan1a@gmail.com

janetwells3@bigpond.com

History on a String Sandy Wilton		
Sandy was privileged to visit and absorb the cultures of the
Mediterranean, Morocco, Iran, India, Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Fascinated with history, old cultures and tribal jewellery, Sandy
has collected and collected AND COLLECTED and will describe,
discuss and demonstrate how to create unique amulets and
talismans. Whether for safe travels under the protection of the
crescent moon, keeping lions away from your goats or a personalized
talisman to identify your computer bag at airport check-in, you will have
the opportunity to express your individuality with pieces of history.		

sandragon404@icloud.com

Trish McMillan			
Trish’s craft work began when she was very young with sewing, knitting
& crocheting. In later years she became a florist & milliner. Trish believes
her passion for the handmade came from her love of gardening
especially her love of flowers which inspires her work in millinery today.		
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1. Capel Vale Winery
Open 10.00am -4.30pm

Family owned since 1974, Capel Vale winery was established in
1974 by Dr Peter & Elizabeth Pratten. Their merlot vines are the
oldest in the Southwest and after determining the best regions
for the main premium grape varieties, Dr Pratten became the
first to establish multi-regional vineyards, with vines in Margaret
River, Pemberton & Mount Barker in addition to the original
vineyard in Capel. There intensely fruit driven, powerful yet elegant
wines are grown across these family-owned vineyards. With Capel
Vale being a fully integrated wine business from vines to bottle.		

winery@capelvale.com 118 Mallokup Rd Capel

1. Tracie Walsh
Spiritual Artist, Gardener and Maker. Art for Tracie is a language. Over
the years through expressing herself with colour she has developed a
language where every colour has a meaning - a quality. Painting allows
Tracie to speak this language, be in a conversation that heals her life,
expresses her spirituality and her emotional intelligence. Powerful ,
original and authentic are words used to describe her work. Experience
her paintings in person at Capel Vale Winery over the Trail weekend.		

outoftheblue2@hotmail.com 118 Mallokup Rd Capel

3. Whichcraft Quilting Anita Dease
Anita started sewing at a young age and used this skill to make
clothes for herself and her children. Crafting over the years she
found quilting ‘very satisfying’, giving her a sense of enjoyable
achievement. Inspired she began collecting fabric, starting a Stash!
A ‘houseful of fabric’ was the result much to her partner’s fright. For
the last 12 years Anita has been sourcing her own fabrics and supplies
to expand the variety and the colour range of her quilts, aprons and table
runners. She now shares her ‘Stash’ with other sewers at very affordable
prices though her new shop Whichcraft Quilting.

Learn to sew
whichcraftquilting@gmail.com 28 Forrest Rd Capel		

2. Cher Cameron

Cher paints in watercolour, mainly because the medium is so versatile
and portable. She loves travel sketching and has been on some
wonderful painting holidays, a sketchbook and some watercolour
paints is a great way to record your travels! Her garden is also a
source of inspiration for her floral paintings.

cher.cameron@bigpond.com 1444 Weld Road Capel River

2. Ian Cocker
Ian is a solo musician and has been living in Peppermint Grove Beach
for the last 20 Years. He has four original albums, the most recent
was released in February 2021. Ian plays at numerous venues in the
Southwest and further afield. His musical influences are very wide
with a strong emphasis placed on lyrics and creating easy listening
songs that can be reproduced in a live solo setting. Ian will be playing
at both Capelberry cafe and Kellivale estate over the trail weekend.

cockerian62@gmail.com 1444 Weld Road Capel River

6. Capel Bakehouse
Capel Bakehouse is a family operated business which takes pride in producing
quality hand made pastries, breads and pies. The original owners are back with
a passion and drive to provide their community with products that’ll keep you
smiling. Come and join them, try their food and put a smile on your face.

capelbakehouse@mail.com 12 Forrest Road Capel

5. Capelberry Café
Friends of the Trail Peter and Anne McDermott have been supporting local artists and
makers since the very beginning, and this year is no different. Not only do they stock
the products of Capel Trail makers at their business Capelberry Café, this year, they are
featuring local artists and makers at their sister company Kellivale Estate. 		

capelberrycafe@gmail.com 10 Forrest Road Capel

2. Kellivale Estate
Nestled in the Capel River Valley, Kellivale is a leisurely drive 14km out
of town. Soak up the tranquillity, taste their award winning ‘Distinctly
Different Wines’, sample ciders and beer and enjoy local artist Cher
Cameron in action weaving her magic through her sensational
water colour paintings. Don’t want to make the drive to Kellivale.
Let them take you there! The Kellivale Express (courtesy bus) leaves
from Capelberry Café 9.00am, 11.00am, 1.00pm, 3.00pm daily.

kellivale@westnet.com.au 1444 Weld Road Capel River
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Live music at 7 Forrest Road Capel

7. Capel Art Group
Capel Art Group meets Monday 9 o’clock in the Capel RSL Hall. The groups
mission is to inspire local artists to not only fulfil their own creative
aspirations, but to take others on the journey. The group welcomes
fellow artists of all skill levels to a morning of casual, fun sharing creativity
to nurture their inner talents with professionalism shining through.
Capel Makers Trail 2021 is the art groups 28th year of exhibiting in the
Capel Community. It brings to the Trail an exciting and vibrant display of
local talent as exhibiting artists work in diverse mediums and styles. Here
is an opportunity to purchase original, unique art for your enjoyment!

CAG Members painting onto a large communal canvas
Children’s Rock Painting & magic tea lights from recycled milk bottles
lyndae.anderson@hotmail.com

7. Capel & Disticts Garden Club Inc.
The Capel & Districts Garden Club Inc. celebrated 30 years this year.
Starting in 1991 with 12 members, they now have 57 members.
Meeting fortnightly in the warmer weather and monthly in winter.
Activities range from visiting members gardens, to having guests
who speak on any topic gardening and environment, to travelling
further afield to visit display gardens or to Perth for garden events.
Whilst members are like minded in gardening, the comradery and
friendship between members is the heartbeat of this group. Over the
Capel Makers Trail weekend the Club will be encouraging children to look to nature
and the garden to discover shapes and colours, and develop a love for gardening.

Children - Leaf luminaries & cute critters from recycled coffee pods
secretarycapelgarden@gmail.com
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Live music at 6 Gosse Way Dalyellup

Fun for all ages.
‘Make and Create’ at FREE community workshops!
SATURDAY

SUNDAY

10.00am Collage a tag

The Reading Fairy &
Children’s Crowns

The Reading Fairy &
Children’s Crowns

11.00am

Collage with
magazine images

Fabric collage

Kindness Rocks

Kindness Rocks

Time

FRIDAY

Kindness Rocks

12.pm
1.30pm

Making a booklet

1000 Hearts

1000 Hearts

2.30pm

Clay Tray, holders, &
trinkets

Quirky character
collage

Making a stamp

Clay Tray, holders, &
trinkets

Clay Tray, holders, &
trinkets

3.30pm

To Bunbury

Children’s Crowns

1

After the Reading Fairy fun, join in with the craft session and you can be your own
King or Queen and decorate your own Royal Crown. This craft will all be made
from upcycled fabrics and trims.
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Come join Anne- Lise and have fun exploring collage. Enjoy the process of ripping
an array of paper and gluing your pieces down. Loosen up and let your imagination
run free with some fun projects from creating a tag to making a small stamp. All
craft supplies needed for the workshops provided.
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1000 Hearts

Come along and join in with Corenne to make your own felt hearts to spread
some love and kindness. Just sit and relax and enjoy the rhythm of making small
stitches to make beautiful hearts to share with your family and friends. All heart
making supplies will be provided.

Kindness Rocks & Clay trays, holders & trinkets

Kindness Rocks are painted with fun, happy, inspirational designs that make you
smile. They are left or hidden in public places for strangers to find and brighten
their day. Come along and create some rock art to hide for others to find, or
keep for yourself. Come along and play with air dry clay. Making little trays, phone
holders and trinkets. If small isn’t your thing then have a go sculpting something
bigger! This clay can be quite messy, so bring along an apron/art shirt.

The Reading Fairy
The Shire Of Capel’s Reading Fairy is passionate about encouraging
children’s early literacy with stories, songs, rhymes and craft in a
fun and exciting way. She began with Storytime sessions at the
Dalyellup Public Library over 15 years ago. These sessions have
now evolved into ‘Reading Fairy sessions’ in all three Libraries
within the Shire of Capel. The Reading Fairies love for teaching
children the love of books and language is very important for a
child’s development and confidence in their early years.		

corenne.lynn@capel.wa.gov.au
			

Corenne @ Creative & Co. Corenne Lynn

Corenne’s love of sewing began when she was a teenager, when her first
job was in a fabric store in a small country town. Working with fabrics
and patterns every day ignited her passion in dressmaking, and it has
remained this way over the past 40 years. Some of her latest projects
are; T- Shirt and Dress ME Dolly Quilts, creating memory quilts from
people’s clothes, Making unique bags by upcycling pre loved denim
jeans, Alterations of garments and extensive sewing services. Sewing
& Craft Workshops for all ages and Children’s Entertainment. Corenne
would love to facilitate a customised workshop for you at your venue. Meet her
over the Trail weekend, experience her workshops and view her creative work.

corenne@westnet.com.au
			

Nerissa Jayne Art Nerissa Milne

Nerissa is a mixed media artist from the South West of Western
Australia, who enjoys finding new and unique ways to create and
present her art that catches the eye, and spark the imagination of
the viewer. Her works are heavily inspired by nature, particularly
the ocean and the wonderous creatures that inhabit it.

nerissa_jayne_art@outlook.com.au

Rustic Creations Drew Reid
Drew has been making different bits and pieces for about 10 years now.
He loves to look at materials and think: ‘I know what I could make
with that!’ From a pallet to an oil drum, anything is possible! Come
and see him over the Trail Weekend at Rustic Creations by Drew.

nichole.drew@hotmail.com

Dalyellup College

		
The Dalyellup College Arts Department students have been preparing for their very
first Capel Makers Trail during Term 1 and 2. Art students have handmade
stickers and other small items for sale and display. Music students are
collating their repertoire of classic pop and rock numbers for busking.
Junior and Senior concert bands will perform, and drama students
will demonstrate and share their circus skills and more. Students
are all extremely excited to be participating and look forward to
interacting with ‘Trailblazers’ over the weekend.
Digital art on ipads, learn to juggle and play percussion instruments
Junior & Senior Bands

christina.darlington@education.wa.gov.au

Merle Topsi Davis

Merle is a retired art teacher and a practicing artist who is currently
working with discarded clothing and fabrics and ocean beachcombing
debris. She has a passion for weaving with rope and twine to
create art works as a metaphor for sustainability and conservation.
merletopsidavis@gmail.com		
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Snazzie Creations Anne-Lise Ryan		
Anne-Lise is a mixed media artist who uses a diverse range of mediums.
She is drawn to vintage styles and is a keen recycler and reclaims
preloved fabric, ephemera, papers, books to use in her art, which
include collage, painting, digital art, textiles, sewing and paper crafts.

annelise1964@gmail.com
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Dalyellup

1. Sheree Dohnt
Sheree is an emerging artist residing in Dalyellup, Western Australia.
Originally from Wollongong New South Wales, Sheree graduated
from the University of Wollongong with a Bachelor of Creative
Arts (Visual Arts). Through painting and drawing, predominantly
in watercolour and ink, Sheree explores themes of identity and
parenthood. Colour and line are crucial devices that She employs
to evoke emotional responses to the stories her portraits tell.

shereedohnt@gmail.com 28 Starlite Bend Dalyellup

1. Josef Quinn
The artworks Josef produces are observations, thoughts and
memories he experiences. Most recently he has been experimenting
with creating multi-media work, fabric weaving and tapestry but mainly Josef creates drawings, sketches, and paintings. As
an emerging artist Josef volunteers at the Bunbury Regional Art
Gallery, whilst also studying a cert IV in Visual Arts at TAFE.

Starlite Bend

1

josefjquinn@outlook.com 28 Starlite Bend Dalyellup
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Torching a Créme Brulee
napogirls@gmail.com 18 Goyder Way Dalyellup
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Angelique is the proud owner of ‘’Bogateau’’ which is French for
‘Delicious cakes’. It’s a dream come true to work for herself and she is
passionate about her range of homemade cakes for every occasion,
slices & desserts. These are made fresh daily from her home in the
heart of Dalyellup WA. Originally from Mauritius, Angeliques cakes
have the flavours of her home country with a French twist. You won’t find
‘Bogateau’ cakes anywhere else, as they are not like any other cakes. You
are invited to sample these delicious cakes over the Trail weekend, hear about
Angeliques passion and learn more about Mauritius where she comes from.
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3. Bogateau Angelique Leclair

Casson Street

To Busselton

Christy has been doing mosaics for over 15 years, using tiles, glass,
stone and crockery. She enjoys taking something broken and turning
it into something completely different. Come and be surprised by
what can be done with broken bits and pieces over the weekend.

cvalli74@gmail.com 18 Goyder Way Dalyellup

Thank you to our Dalyellup Community Centre Sponsors

4. Elamoore Natural Soaps & Cosmetics
Pamela Ross
Pamela is self-taught soap maker using all-natural ingredients for
the health and wellbeing of her customers. Her soap making story
is a simple one, it all began 5 years ago after her husband urged
her to start. Using skin loving ingredients such as glycerine mixed
with honey and beeswax from their own hives, Pamela uses the cold
process method of soap making. Creating small batches, cutting by
hand to ensure each bar is unique, made with care and love.		
elamoore@gmail.com 5 Casson Street Dalyellup			

Satterley’s Community Sponsorship Program provides the opportunity
for community groups and organisations to apply for funding to
support local events, activities and projects, or to purchase equipment.
Dalyellup Beach estate is proud to support The Capel Makers Trail as
an example of how amazing grassroots ideas can be realised through
collaboration and, in turn, become enduring and treasured parts of the
community. You won’t have to travel far along the Trail to discover all
that’s special about Dalyellup, it’s people, and surrounds.

Capel Makers Trail and Workshop Facilitators are supported by the Department of Local
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries, the Royalties for Regions funded Regional Arts
and Cultural Investment Program and Regional Arts WA.
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2. South West Glass Art Wayne Harris
Originally from Yorkshire Wayne’s first recollection of Glass was
visiting the 29th Century church in the village he was born in. He
remembers its fascinating colours and the stories they told. Moving
to Australia in 1997 he quickly got involved in Kiln formed glass
and is completely self-taught. 35 years later he is still learning and
is totally engrossed in craft making. It’s the journey of making that
Wayne enjoys, not the outcome. Making everything to please himself he
feels honoured that visitors to the Trail may also enjoy what he creates.

1. Elizabeth Royce
Living in Gelorup in the southwest of Western Australia, Elizabeth
is an artist surrounded by old growth forest and native bush.
Inspired to create using elements from her environment, her art
practice includes painting, printmaking and illustration. She has
evolved a style incorporating all of these techniques and works
in a contemporary format. Elizabeth has exhibited widely in the
Southwest in the last 25 years.

Have a go cutting Lino (10 years & over)
Print a Lino block (7 years & over)
lizroyce48@hotmail.com 15 Maynard Parade Gelorup

To Bunbury

karenaandwayne@bigpond.com 29 Loretta Avenue Gelorup

1. Bethwyn Ivanac
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Beth has been a maker for as long as she can remember and after
honing her skills in many different areas, has focussed on Ceramics
for the last 9 years. She is known for her love of colour and
decoration and her authentic pieces are unique and range from
art sculptures, wall and garden pieces to functional kitchenware.

Coming from a sewing, patchwork and quilting background Rosa
discovered bag making and now has a passion! Inspired by what
women are carrying - from the cane basket of the 80’s to the
cross body small bags of today. Rosa’s Bags can be big and bold
or small and delicate and are made from a mix of repurposed
hardware (as Rosa calls it) and new or re-purposed materials. She
feels that the ‘old’ hardware is much better and stronger than what is
made today. By mixing different materials, Rosa creates bags that are
both durable, and wearable.

rosa@sallisfinancialplanning.com.au 15 Maynard Parade Gelorup
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1. Rosa’s Bits & Bags Rosa Sallis
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Play with clay
beth.ivanac@gmail.com 15 Maynard Parade Gelorup
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Live music at Hayfield Drive, PGB

Ali B Cottage Craft Alison Batten
A full-time crafter living in the South West, Ali’s joy is working
with colours, various combinations, and textures using wool,
fabrics, buttons ribbons and lace. There’s also repurposed cards,
paper, jars and the making of old things into other ‘things’. Ali
has a dedicated studio in her home packed with creations in
progress and even more things still to do. Evenings are usually
spent designing and crocheting her signature tea cosies and owls.

alibatten52@gmail.com

Wadan Warangkiny (Ocean Singing) Choir
Saturday only 11.00am		

Wadan Warangkiny (Ocean Singing) are a group of people who
meet together regularly to celebrate friendship and the beauty of the
Noongar language through the joy of singing. They sing contemporary
and traditional songs in Aboriginal languages and English and sing the
songs of the Perth choir, Madjitil Moorna. Singers of Aboriginal songs, they
welcome anyone regardless of age or skill to join them in the spirit of Wadan
(the vastness of the ocean). They look forward to sharing in the Capel Maker’s Trail.

Peppy Art Group		
Elizabeth Staite, Janine Lamond, Tonina Pinneri,
Lesley Culleton, Ann Withers, Gwen Plumb, Evelyn Taylor,
Dolores Lamb, Liz Bint, Carole Walpole, Toni Morton

Located between the Indian Ocean and the Tuart Forests, Peppermint
Grove Beach is home to the Peppermint Grove Beach Community
Association Art Group, who hold a major Art Exhibition each year and exhibit
in the Capel Makers Trail. These events feature an eclectic collection of art both
local, (where much inspiration continues to be drawn from the nearby ocean and forest)
but also, from much further afield. This group was formed in 2008 and during that time
this group of talented artists have evolved using their own individual styles. A wide range
of mediums such as oils, watercolours, acrylics, pastels, inks and pyrographic are used.

toninapinneri@hotmail.com

Sharon Williams			
Sharon is a painter and print maker who is drawn to the natural
environment around her. Her plein air paintings and naturebased journals capture local scenes with the hope that they will
record the beauty of this region for years to come. These small
paintings are then used as inspiration for her print making designs.

shazandtoff@icloud.com

The Sacred Earth Pantry Sarah O’Reilly
The Sacred Earth Pantry educates and empowers us all to be
the best version of ourselves through Functional Nutrition,
Essential Oils, Reiki, and self-love, using mother-earth’s food
as medicine. Offering fermentation workshops, certified organic
wholefoods and catering. Sarah looks forward to nourishing your
body and soul with lashings of self-love in the Peppermint Grove
Beach community centre kitchen over the Capel Makers Trail weekend.

thesacredearthpantry@gmail.com

Goccia d’Oro Olive Oil Serena Guzzomi

Goccia d’Oro is a family owned and operated Olive Grove located
in Capel and encompasses Tren Creek Chalets. Goccia d’Oro is
Italian meaning ‘drop of gold’ and continues the family heritage of
olive growing and oil production which originates in Calabria (Italy)
and dates back generations.

Geneieve Mardon		
Fashionista Genevieve Mardon is diplaying at Peppy Beach Community
Centre, normally at Unsunk Funk in Stephen Street Bunbury, where
one of garmants are made with recycled fabric. Best known for
bomber jackets, blanket hoodie’s and pinafore dresses. Australiana
tea towels mixed with retro fabrics. Lined with goodness and love.

genevieve72@hotmail.com

Happenstance Honey Kim Fee
Happenstance honey is a small Family owned and operated
business providing Honey and Apiarist Services to Capel and
surrounding districts.

kimlesleyfee@gmail.com

in and around

MEET
the

MAKERS

Peppermint Grove
Beach
1. Helen Seiver

A sculptor who makes work both large and small. Helen ‘s practice
includes welding, crochet and knitting, painting and the use of found
materials like rusty steel, or 1940’s lino or weather worn timber.
Helen uses her arts practice to communicate the issues she feels
passionate about: be they political, environmental or personal narrative.

Paper sculpture
helenseiver@yahoo.com.au 104 Mangles Rd Stirling Estate

1. Neil Turner

Woven through all of Neil Turner’s artwork is a deep respect for the
material and the natural forces that have acted upon it. The conceptual
complexity of his work, the aesthetic appeal for audiences, and his
chosen mediums significance. Neil is a highly skilled and technically
accomplished craftsperson. This is evident in his contemporary
interpretation of wood as a medium and innovative application of
traditional woodworking techniques. Neil’s use of negative space
introduces fragility and a subtle interplay with light and shadow and
creates fluid forms from solid wood. There are sensitivities and delicacies in his
practice that belies the hardness and relative inflexibility of his chosen medium.

nm.sm.turner@wn.com.au 104 Mangles Rd Stirling Estate

1. Turner + Turner		
Turner + Turner is a collaboration between Neil and Suellen Turner.
They aim to inspire a more sustainable way of living, providing
an alternative to plastic and short life cycle homewares. Neil and
Suellen hope to enrich your everyday moments with the timeless
beauty of timber. Each Turner + Turner product is handcrafted
using sustainably sourced timber from Western Australia. Each piece
tells a story and is designed to be enjoyed every day.			

104 Mangles Rd Stirling Estate

1. Tanya Passmore
Tanya started Mosaic Journey in 2011 while undertaking a community
art project, the creation of a 2.5m entrance statement for a local
retreat. The move into re-purposing satellite dishes evolved from
a desire to use these beautiful elliptical shapes and transform
them into an item of beauty by using mosaic application. This
process has expanded into a range of bases including terracotta
and wood and includes items such as crockery, glass, jewellery and
semi-precious stones. Tanya brings a wealth of creative experience to
each mosaic piece and it’s in the process of making the mosaic that provides
her with pleasure and absorption. For Tanya it’s all about working towards the
mastery of her skills. These skills will be demonstrated throughout the Trail
weekend so come and introduce yourself and see firsthand the creation process.

Learn to Mosaic
tanya-kevina@bigpond.com 104 Mangles Rd Stirling Estate

1. Wednesday Welders

Kim Wesley, Merinda Smith, Tracie Walsh,
Charlotte de Latte, Judy Weinert, Wilma Edwards,
Terri Mitchell, Reid Henderson.
Wednesday Welders are a group of eigth makers who meet weekly
to work on their own projects. Novices to welding they are guided
technically and artistically by Helen Seiver. Each member has their
own mojo, some focus on practical items, others on whimsy. Some
work with old or found objects, others like to shape and cold forge new
materials. These makers share a love of creating and a close connection forged
over time. Morning tea, sense of community and wonderful conversation are
anticipated each week, as much as the joy of using hands, heart, and heat to create.

104 Mangles Rd Stirling Estate

2. Divine Framing Gillian Pearse
Gillian has been in her Picture Framing business ‘Divine Framing’
for 8 years. Set up in her purpose-built studio she does all forms
of framing from memorabilia to photography and everything in
between, including custom sized canvases. Gillian is passionate
about supporting artists and makers featuring the young talented
photographer, Kira Price over the Capel Maker Trail weekend.
Available for purchase are premade frames and canvases at very
reasonable rates. Feel free to bring any pieces of art along and get an
obligation free quote.		

gillian.pearse@bigpond.com 13 Periwinkle Place PGB

2. Kira Price Photography
Kira grew up on a farm on the South West coast of Western Australia,
an amazing childhood surrounded by all things farm and coastal
mixed together. This unique upbringing brings a different style
to her photography. Kira specialises in drone photography and
videography, from shooting coastal scenes to farming properties,
horse studs and more. This uncommon mix sums up her life and
her passions. Kira is hooked on adventure and breathtaking places
and is always looking for the next exciting place to shoot.		

Thank you to our Sponsors
This event is
proudly sponsored
by the Shire of Capel.

kirapricephotography@gmail.com 13 Periwinkle Place PGB
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Bronze Trailblazer

Tronox mines and processes titanium ore, zircon and other mineral sands,
and manufactures titanium dioxide pigment, products and chemicals. Our
products add brightness and durability to paints, plastics, paper and other
everyday products. Our operations span across Australia and include three
mines, three mineral separation plants, and two pigment plants.
Although we are global in scope, Tronox operates with a local mindset. We
have long and respectful relationships with the traditional custodians of
the lands on which we operate. We are proud of our long-term community
partnerships, a robust apprenticeship and traineeship program, ongoing
university scholarships, and a sponsorship of a wide range of local schools
and community groups.

FREE COMMUNITY EVENT!
Boyanup • Capel • Dalyellup • Gelorup • Peppermint Grove Beach

capelmakerstrail
capelmakerstrail
e:capelmakerstrail@hotmail.com
www.capelmakerstrail.com.au

